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Signal properties of the first large-area, high resolution, active matrix, flat-panel imager are re-
ported. The imager is based on an array of 153631920 pixels with a pixel-to-pixel pitch of 127mm.
Each pixel consists of a discrete amorphous siliconn- i -p photodiode coupled to an amorphous
silicon thin-film transistor. The imager detects incident x rays indirectly by means of an intensifying
screen placed over the array. External acquisition electronics send control signals to the array and
process analog imaging signals from the pixels. Considerations for operation of the imager in both
fluoroscopic and radiographic modes are detailed and empirical signal performance data are pre-
sented with an emphasis on exploring similarities and differences between the two modes. Mea-
surements which characterize the performance of the imager were performed as a function of
operational parameters in the absence or presence of illumination from a light-emitting diode or x
rays. These measurements include characterization of the drift and magnitude of the pixel dark
signal, the size of the pixel switching transient, the temporal behavior of pixel sampling and the
implied maximum frame rate, the dependence of relative pixel efficiency and pixel response on
photodiode reverse bias voltage and operational mode, the degree of linearity of pixel response, and
the trapping and release of charge from metastable states in the photodiodes. In addition, x-ray
sensitivity as a function of energy for a variety of phosphor screens for both fluoroscopic and
radiographic operation is reported. Example images of a line-pair pattern and an anthropomorphic
phantom in each mode are presented along with a radiographic image of a human hand. General
and specific improvements in imager design are described and anticipated developments are dis-
cussed. This represents the first systematic investigation of the operation and properties in both
radiographic and fluoroscopic modes of an imager incorporating such an array. ©1997 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~97!01501-0#

Key words: digital x-ray imaging, active matrix flat-panel imager, amorphous silicon, indirect
detection, signal measurements
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a new class of real-time, digital x-ray im
ing devices, based on the solid-state technologies develo
for active matrix, flat-panel displays, has been undergo
development. These devices may be generically categor
as active matrix, flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs! since they all
share the common characteristic of incorporating a tw
dimensional matrix of thin-film switches~one switch per
pixel! of the same general type used in active matrix liqu
crystal displays~AMLCDs!.

In the majority of these imaging devices, the pixel swit
is a single thin-film transistor~TFT! made from amorphous
silicon ~a-Si:H!1–6 although alternative approaches emplo
ing a cadmium selenide TFT,7 a singlea-Si:H diode,8–10 or
dual a-Si:H diodes11 have also been reported. AMFPIs ma
further be divided into two categories depending up
whether the incident radiation is detected directly or in
rectly. In the case of direct detection, the active matrix
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coupled to a continuous, overlying layer of material whi
serves to convert the x rays into electron–hole pairs.12,13This
layer is of sufficient thickness to allow a significant fractio
of the incident x rays to interact. Arrays thus far report
have used eithera-Si:H6 or cadmium selenide12 transistors
coupled to an amorphous selenium~a-Se!converter. For the
case of indirect detection, each pixel switch is coupled
either a discrete optical sensing element1 or, alternatively, to
an overlying, continuous, optically sensitive layer.13,14 An
x-ray converter, such as a phosphor screen or CsI:Tl
placed or deposited upon the array allowing the imaging p
els to sense light generated in the converter by interactin
rays. Thus far, optically sensitive arrays, which are comp
ible with the indirect detection approach, have primarily i
corporated discreten- i -p or p- i -n photodiodes coupled to
either a-Si:H TFTs,1–4 to single diodes,8–10 or to back-to-
back diodes.11 There has also been an initial examination
a-Si:H TFTs coupled to discrete phototransistors5 and to a
continuous photodiode layer.14
511)/51/20/$10.00 © 1997 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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52 Antonuk et al. : Empirical investigation of the signal performance 52
As in the case of AMLCDs, the pixel count of AMFPIs
led by the photodiode1TFT approach, has increased in a
exponential manner since the creation of the first imag
arrays in 1988.15,16 Recently, our research on this approa
has progressed to the point where a large-area, high sp
resolution array design has been realized.14,17This array fea-
tures a 153631920 pixel format with a 127mm pixel-to-
pixel pitch. With an area of 19.5324.4 cm2, this device is the
largest high resolution AMFPI thus far reported.17 This array
is a slightly modified version of an earlier design in whi
pairs of gate lines were coupled at the peripheral contact
order to facilitate easier electrical connection for init
evaluations.15,18

This paper and a companion paper19 describe the results
of an extensive investigation performed upon an imager
corporating the new 153631920 pixel high-resolution ar
along with acquisition electronics and various commercia
available phosphor converters. While the performance of
prototype imager is far from optimal, the array and imag
were created in the spirit of allowing an initial examinatio
of the use of this technology for high resolution diagnos
imaging.

In this article, a detailed examination of the operation a
signal performance of the imager is reported. Since the a
itself is optically sensitive, the signal properties of the im
ager were found to be most efficiently examined throug
combination of measurements in the absence of li
~‘‘dark’’ measurements!, under illumination by a ligh
emitting diode light source~‘‘LED’’ measurements!, and un-
der irradiation by a conventional x-ray source in the prese
of an overlying phosphor screen~‘‘x-ray’’ measurements!.
All results correspond to measurements from individual
ray pixels whose performance is representative of corre
functioning pixels on the array. @Spatial-frequency-
dependent signal investigations will be the subject of a fut
paper although preliminary MTF(f ) results for a 127mm
pixel array have previously been reported.20# The operational
parameters~voltages, timings!required to run the imager ar
discussed in the context of various considerations, includ
array properties and external electronics, which govern
selection of these parameters. Measurements of a varie
pertinent signal properties are reported as a function of th
operational parameters, irradiation conditions, and phosp
screen types. The properties investigated are those which
fine and/or limit the performance and practical use of
imager. In addition, example images of phantoms and o
human hand are presented and discussed in terms of im
properties and limitations. The implications of the measu
signal properties are discussed and prospects for future
provements are summarized. The reported results repre
the first such analysis for a large-area, high resolution T
1photodiode AMFPI. In the companion paper,19 a theoreti-
cal and empirical investigation of the noise properties
such imagers, utilizing measured results reported in
present paper, is presented.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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II. DESCRIPTION OF FLAT-PANEL IMAGER

In this section, an overview of the structure and organi
tion of the flat-panel imager reported in this paper is p
vided with an emphasis on novel features and enhancem
~Details of the construction of pixels and arrays of this ge
eral design and of the basic operation of earlier imagers h

FIG. 1. Photographs of parts of the imaging system whose signal pe
mance is reported in this article.~a!Photograph showing the array mounte
to peripheral printed circuit boards which provide electrical contact to
ternal acquisition electronics.~For the sake of clarity, the phosphor scree
has been removed.!The gate driver and preamplifier circuits are located
close proximity to the array and all of these, along with the system lo
board which directs the operation of the array, are housed in the alumi
box appearing in the picture.~b! Photograph of the array prior to wire
bonding, illustrating its size compared to human anatomy.~c! Microphoto-
graph of a portion of the array near the peripheral contacts. The wire bo
connecting the array to a printed circuit board are visible on the left-h
side. ~d! Higher magnification microphotograph of a single pixel. Vario
features are labeled including a light-sensitive photodiode, a TFT, a bias
which supplies a reverse bias voltage to the photodiodes, a gate line w
is used to control the conductivity of TFTs and a data line which rou
analog imaging signals from the pixels to external electronics.
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been previously described in Refs. 2, 21, and 22.! In addi-
tion, the various operational parameters governing ima
operation are summarized. Finally, in order to facilitate
understanding of both the significance of the imager prop

FIG. 2. Plot of the quantum efficiency of detection of light photons a
function of wavelength for n-i-p photodiodes. Data are presented for ph
diodes of the type used in present arrays~open circles!as well as those of
earlier, less optimized, arrays~Ref. 2! ~solid circles!. The oscillations in the
data result from interference effects due to the passivation layer. The s
tral output of Gd2O2S:Tb ~Ref. 41!and CsI:Tl~Ref. 42!, plotted in arbitrary
units, is superimposed to illustrate the degree to which their output is
lized by the photodiodes.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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ties reported in this paper as well as the techniques use
examine them, a variety of considerations pertinent to
operation of the imager in fluoroscopic and radiograp
modes are discussed.

A. Structure and organization of imager

The imaging system may be considered to consist of
major subsystems:~a! a 19.5324.4 cm2 a-Si:H array with
153631920 pixels;~b! an overlying phosphor screen;~c! an
external electronic acquisition system which provides a
verse bias voltage ton- i -p photodiodes, controls signals t
the array, and multiplexes, amplifies, and digitizes ana
imaging signals from the pixels;~d! a host computer; and~e!
the software which directs the general acquisition, analy
and processing of the digitized array data.

Figure 1 illustrates the imager, the array, and magnifi
views of the array pixels. Compared to earlier large-area,
mm pitch arrays developed as prototypes for radiother
imaging~2563240 pixels giving a 11.5310.8 cm2 area2 and
5123560 pixels giving a 23.0325.2 cm2 area23,24!, a variety
of significant improvements were incorporated into the d
sign of the 127mm pitch array. As illustrated in Fig. 2
which shows the quantum efficiency of the photodiodes
light detection as a function of wavelength, photodiod
from the new arrays exhibit considerably enhanced per
mance at shorter wavelengths than for earlier arrays. Co
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TABLE I. Summary of specifications for thea-Si:H imager. Values of thickness are nominal since the deposi
process is subject to processing variations. The symbols~with the exception ofND! appearing in the left-hand
column also appear in Tables II and III. Further details of the construction of the TFTs may be found in R

Pixel
(n- i -p photodiode)
Bottom ~n-doped!layer thickness ;40–50 nmn1 a-Si:H
Middle ~intrinsic! layer thickness~dpd! ;1.0–1.4mm intrinsica-Si:H
Top ~p-doped!layer thickness ;10–20 nmp1 microcrystalline-silicon
Dimensions ;88 mm388mm @see Fig. 1~d!#
Photodiode light sensitive area ;5670mm2

(TFT)
Dimensions~length3width! ~LTFT3WTFT! 11 mm320mm
TFT-on resistance~RTFT-on! ;103106 V at VTFT-on515 V

;43106 V at VTFT-on5110 V
TFT leakage current <1 fA at VTFT-off522 to 210 V

Array
Pixel format~data3gate!(ND3NG) 153631920
Pixel pitch 127mm
Array dimensions 19.5324.4 cm2

Optical fill factor 0.35
Data line capacitance ;50–100 pF

Electronicsa

Preamplifiers Charge-sensitive circuit, 1 per data line, 32:1 multiplexin
to ADC

Gate drivers Integrated serial display driver, 32 gate lines per chip
Analog-to-digital converters 18 bit digitization~trimmed to 15 bits!
System dark noise ;4 900e~rms! uncorrelated

;4 000e~rms! correlated
;6 300e~rms! total system dark noise

Packaging Wire-bonding~array to surrounding printed-circuit cards!
Controlling logic Field-programable gate arrays1acquisition software

aReference 25.
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quently, increased light sensitivity is to be expected when
arrays are coupled to x-ray converters having a signific
output in the blue region of the spectrum. This new ar
incorporates finer minimum feature sizes permitted by m
advanced processing tools and techniques. As a result
linewidths were reduced from;25 to;15 mm and the gap
between the gate~and data!lines and the photodiodes wa
reduced from;20 to;8 mm. In addition, the TFT size wa
reduced from 240315mm2 ~width3length! to 20311mm2

and repositioned from under the gate line to a corner wit
the region bounded by the gate and data lines. By virtue
these enhancements, an optical fill factor of 0.35~the fraction
of the surface of the array which is optically sensitive! was
achieved for the new array. By comparison, the optical
factor would have been less than 0.20 with the old des
rules, even with a 20311mm2 TFT. In addition, a reduction
in the overlap of the gate contact with the source~and drain!
contact in the TFTs from;4 to ;3 mm, along with the
reduced TFT width, resulted in a substantial diminution
the size of the pixel switching transient~defined and dis-
cussed below!. To reduce gate line resistance on the arr
new bimetal material was used in place of chrome. T
compensates for increased resistance due to the narr
lines thus helping to make the switching of TFTs almo
temporally uniform across the array, as reported below
further enhancement was the substitution of the top poly
ide layer used on previous arrays with an oxynitride lay
This layer serves for planarization and passivation. The
troduction of the oxynitride resulted in a large and cruc
reduction in both the magnitude and temporal drift of t
pixel dark signal, as reported below. Additional specific

TABLE II. Glossary of symbols relevant to operation of an array of t
general design described in this paper. The table includes the values w
are specific to the 127mm array examined as well as the range of ope
tional parameters used to study the various properties.

General
Dielectric constant fora-Si:H k ;12
Permittivity of free space e0 8.85310212 F/m
Geometric area of photodiode Apd ;6780mm2

Thickness of intrinsic layer of photodiodedpd
a

Width of TFT WTFT
a

Length of TFT LTFT
a

Field effect mobility for the TFT channel mfe 0.5–1.0 cm2/V s
Gate capacity per unit area for TFT GG ;231028 F/cm2

Threshold voltage for TFT VT ;0.5–2.5 V
Number of gate lines on an array NG

a

Operational parameters
Photodiode reverse bias voltage Vbias 0–26 V
TFT-on voltage applied to gate lines VTFT-on 2–10 V
TFT-off voltage applied to gate lines VTFT-off 28 V
Duration TFT is kept conductingb Nt Units of tpix
Frame time Tframe 15 ms to;30 s
Radiographic initialization time Trad-init 1–1000 s

aSee Table I.
bWhile the characteristics of the array pixels require that the TFT be k
conducting for a period only;5–7 times the length of the pixel time
constant,tpix ~i.e., only 20–35ms for VTFT-on55 V!, the design of the
preamplifier circuit used for most of these measurements necessita
considerably longer period which was fixed at;300ms.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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tions for the imager are listed in Tables I and II and a su
mary of symbols and equations which are relevant to
imager operation in the context of the current paper are gi
in Tables II and III.

The x-ray converters used for the measurements and
ages consisted of a collection of commercially availa
phosphor screens~Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY!. A
screens consisted of a layer of gadolinium oxysulfide a
vated by terbium~Gd2O2S:Tb! mixed with a binder agen
and deposited on an;0.18-mm-thick plastic backing. The
screens, along with their corresponding phosphor surf
densities, were Lanex Fine~;34 mg/cm2!, Lanex Regular
~;70 mg/cm2!, and Lanex Fast-B~;133 mg/cm2!. These
screens were chosen due to the good overlap of the spe
sensitivity of the photodiodes with the spectral output
Gd2O2S:Tb ~consisting of a number of discrete emissio
wavelengths, the most intense being at 545 nm!. This set of
screens also provided a range of values for x-ray quan
efficiency and light output.

Figure 1~a!shows a picture of the imaging array and t
peripheral acquisition electronics. The electronic acquisit
system is based on the same general architecture as a p
ously reported system25 although significant customizatio
was performed to allow operation of the 127mm array.
These modifications include expansion of the maxim
number of addressable gate lines from 560 to 1920
modification of the preamplification circuitry to allow sam
pling of the relatively small pixel signals from this array at
reduced system noise level. With these circuits, the total d
noise of the imaging system was;6300 e ~rms!. Of this
total, ;4900 e ~rms! was due to uncorrelated noise whi
;4000e ~rms!was due to correlated noise believed to ar

ich
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pt

a

TABLE III. Glossary of equations relevant to array operation. The equati
assume SI units throughout. See Table II for definition of various symb

Sensor capacitance

Cpd5ke0
Apd

dpd
~units of F! ~1!

Pixel charge capacity
Qpix-cap5CpdVbias ~units of C! ~2!

TFT-on resistancea

RTFT-on5
1

FWTFT

LTFT
m fe~VTFT-on2VT!GGG

~units ofV! ~3!

Sampling of pixel charge,Qpix , by preamplifier circuit during readout
Qpreamp(t)5Qpix(12e2(t/tpix)) ~units of C! ~4!

Pixel time constanta

tpix5CpdRTFT-on ~units of s! ~5!

Minimum frame readout time and maximum theoretical frame rateb

Tframe-min5NGNttpix ~units of s! ~6a!

FPSmax5
1

Tframe-min
~units of s21! ~6b!

aReference 21.
bReference 38.
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55 Antonuk et al. : Empirical investigation of the signal performance 55
from the power supplies for the photodiode bias voltage
for the gate drivers.

The present acquisition system allows a maximum of 5
consecutive data lines to be addressed~i.e., one-third of the
array!. Another limitation of the acquisition system is t
relatively slow readout rate of;2.1 ms per gate line for 512
data lines. Consequently, the readout of a 51231920 block
of pixels requires;4 s, although smaller pixel blocks can b
read out considerably faster. Other parts of the system,
shown in Fig. 1~a!, include the CAMAC crate and interfa
modules used to route signals between the system l
board and the host computer~a Macintosh 650 with 104
mbytes of random access memory!. The basic synchroniza
tion of the control signals to the gate drivers and the prea
lifier circuits is directed by logic embedded in field
programmable gate arrays on the system logic bo
Furthermore, a key feature of the system is that consider
control of the timing and addressing of the array is direc
in real time by data acquisition software in the host co
puter. For example, relatively straightforward modificatio
of this software allowed synchronization of array timing wi
the LED and the x-ray source as required.

B. Operational parameters

The array is controlled by a small number of operatio
parameters with typical ranges given in Table II. A reve
bias voltage,Vbias, is applied to the bias lines to create a
electric field~and hence a depletion region! across the pho-
todiodes and enhance signal collection efficiency. In ad
tion, the pixel charge capacity,Qpix-cap, is given by the prod-
uct of Vbias and the photodiode capacitance,Cpd, @Eqs. ~1!
and ~2! in Table III#. During array operation, charge is a
lowed to accumulate in the capacitance of the photodio
by keeping the TFTs in a nonconducting~‘‘off’’! state. This
is accomplished by maintaining the gate lines at a nega
voltage,VTFT-off . For a given pixel, accumulation of charg
decreases the electric field across the photodiode while
creasing the potential difference between the source
drain contacts of the TFT. Readout~and simultaneous reini
tialization! of a selected row of pixels is accomplished
applying a positive voltage,VTFT-on, to the corresponding
gate line. This renders the TFTs conducting~‘‘on’’! with an
on-resistance ofRTFT-on @Eq. ~3! in Table III#. The temporal
behavior of the sampling of the pixel signal by the pream
lifier is generally governed by a simple exponential functi
@Eq. ~4! in Table III# with a time constant,tpix , given by the
product ofCpd andRTFT-on @Eq. ~5! in Table III#. The degree
to which the signal is sampled and the pixel is initialized
controlled by the time,Nt ~expressed in units oftpix!, that the
TFTs are left conducting during the readout of each row
pixels.

The data acquired from a selected block of pixels on
array constitute a ‘‘frame’’ of information. For consecutiv
frames, the time between the readout of the same row
pixels is referred to as the frame time,Tframe. The minimum
possible frame time,Tframe-min, is governed by the array prop
erties and depends upon the product of the number of
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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lines ~NG!, Nt , and tpix @Eq. ~6a! in Table III#. The maxi-
mum theoretical frame rate, FPSmax, is the inverse of
Tframe-min@Eq. ~6b! in Table III#. The final operational param
eter appearing in Table II,Trad-init, is discussed in Sec. III.

C. Considerations for fluoroscopic and radiographic
imager operation

For the purposes of this paper, we define two modes
image acquisition. ‘‘Fluoroscopic mode’’ will refer to th
acquisition of a series of consecutive image frames dur
either a continuous wave~cw! irradiation or a pulsed irradia
tion. ~In this paper, an ‘‘image frame’’ shall be defined
correspond to data acquired when the array is expose
LED light or x-ray radiation as opposed to data acquired
the absence of any form of illumination.!‘‘Radiographic
mode’’ will refer to the acquisition of a single image fram
following a brief irradiation.~For purposes of examining th
imager properties, the ‘‘radiation’’ source can, in som
cases, be either an x-ray source or a light source, e.g
LED.! A variety of considerations, which can be different f
radiographic and fluoroscopic mode, govern the selection
the values for the operational parameters used to contro
array. In this section, a number of these considerations
briefly outlined, and in the following sections measureme
are reported which illustrate and quantify their effect up
the signal performance of the imager.

1. Photodiode and TFT leakage current

The reverse bias voltage applied to the photodiodes
sults in a dark~leakage!current.26 In addition, the finite
~though very high!resistance of the TFT in the nonconduc
ing state allows an opposing leakage current.27 Since photo-
diode leakage increases with the voltage across the pho
ode, it decreases as the pixel acquires signal during a fra
Conversely, TFT leakage increases slowly with increas
pixel signal due to the increasing potential difference acr
the transistor. The net result of these two effects is referre
as the pixel dark current. The magnitude and long-term te
poral variation in the dark current have an important infl
ence upon the behavior of the imager and it is gener
desirable that both be as small as possible. For exam
when the TFTs are in the nonconducting state, under so
operating conditions the photodiode dark current domina
and there is a steady accumulation of dark signal in the p
which decreases the electric field across the photodiode
the pixel is not read out, this process continues until the t
leakage currents reach equilibrium. Thus, the accumula
of dark signal can result in partial or complete loss of use
signal capacity in the pixel and, for sufficient reduction
field strength, reduced signal collection efficiency. Und
other conditions, there can be a steady loss of signal from
pixel due to the net pixel dark current. Both cases are
served and their effects upon fluoroscopic and radiograp
performance are illustrated and quantified below.
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FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the synchronization of timing between the flat-panel imager and the radiation source for a variety of cases. In each
relative timing of the delivery of the radiation~top! and the readout of theNG individual gate lines for the corresponding frame~s! ~bottom! is shown. The
frames are numbered with respect to the first image frame~‘‘n ’’!. ~a!Radiographic mode illustrating both a short~solid line!and long~dashed line!radiation
pulse.~b! Fluoroscopic mode with the radiation pulsed once per frame.~c! Fluoroscopic mode with continuous wave radiation where various degree
‘‘ramping’’ of the radiation output is illustrated by the dashed lines.
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2. Pixel switching transients

Another consideration concerns the effects of switch
the gate line voltage to turn the TFTs on and off. Th
switching action generates pixel switching transients as a
sult of capacitive coupling including that between the g
and data lines, between the gate lines~and the data lines! and
the photodiodes, and between the gate and source~and gate
and drain!contacts in the TFTs. When the gate line volta
is made positive in order to turn the TFTs on, a posit
transient is presented to the preamplifier circuit~whose sam-
pling typically starts slightly before the switching so as n
to lose any imaging signal!. As this transient is opposite in
polarity to the pixel imaging signal, it is necessary that t
preamplifier circuit be designed to compensate for it in or
to avoid loss of information. When the gate line voltage
made negative to turn the TFTs off, a negative transien
presented to the photodiode. This results in an effective
duction in the reverse bias voltage~and hence, the electri
field! across the photodiode. This effect may be compens
for by increasing the magnitude ofVbias. ~The preamplifier
senses a negative transient only if its sampling is not ter
nated before this voltage change.! The size of these effect
should be quantified to properly construct the preampli
circuit and to knowledgeably adjustVbias. Moreover, it is
generally desirable to minimize the size of the pixel switc
ing transients to lessen the constraints upon preamplifier
sign. This is achieved through reduction of capacitance in
array and by minimizing the difference betweenVTFT-on and
VTFT-off .

3. Synchronization with radiation source

For a variety of reasons, synchronization of the ima
and the radiation source is often an important considerat
These include the following: to assure complete use of
radiation signal; to minimize dark current effects; and to e
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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sure consistency between the timing conditions used to
quire image processing constants and those used for ima
Figure 3 schematically illustrates such synchronization fo
variety of cases. In the case of radiographic mode, a sin
brief irradiation is precisely timed to occur between fram
Figure 3~a!illustrates this case where consecutive gate lin
are read out as quickly as possible following a fixed-len
pause at the beginning of each frame to accommodate
full range of irradiation periods provided by the source~solid
and dashed lines!. In the case of a pulsed radiation sourc
fluoroscopy, the delivery of each pulse is also synchroni
with the interval between frames. In addition, for fluor
scopic units which vary the radiation amount by varying t
pulse width, a fixed-length pause may be provided at
beginning of each frame to accommodate the full range
pulse widths, as illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. Figure 3~c! illustrates
a final case where fluoroscopic mode is performed with a
source. In this case, the start of the radiation is precis
timed to occur between frames as in the previous two ca
The degree to which the synchronization shown in Fig. 3~c!
is useful depends, at least, upon how quickly the source
creases to full intensity. In the event that this ‘‘ramp-up
time is significant compared to the frame time@see the
dashed lines in Fig. 3~c!#, the first image frames will no
have a constant radiation signal presented to all parts of
array. In this case, there is little motivation for providin
exact ~or any! synchronization between the imager and t
radiation source.

4. The effects of trapping states

The existence of deep metastable~‘‘trapping’’! states be-
tween the conduction and valence energy bands ina-Si:H,
and their high density~a minimum of;331015/cm3 for high
quality a-Si:H!, have a significant effect upon the properti
of a-Si:H photodiodes and TFTs26,28,29and, hence, on imag
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ers incorporating these devices. In the case of the TF
these states are responsible for very low mobilities for cha
transport resulting in rather large on and off resistanc
;106 V @from Eq. ~3!# and;1015 V,29 respectively. In ad-
dition, when a TFT is initially switched off, it generates
slowly decaying current due to the release of trapp
charge—essentially a transient TFT current.29 In the case of
the photodiodes, the trapping and release of charge by
trapping states is manifest in a variety of ways. For exam
whenVbias is first applied, or when the pixels are first rea
out after having been allowed to saturate, the~re!establish-
ment of the electric field across the photodiode results in
photodiode dark current unavoidably exhibiting a meas
able initial ~decaying!transient behavior. This transient ma
last from seconds to several minutes or longer, depend
upon the quality and the construction of the photodiode. A
other effect is the capture of some fraction of the imag
signal ~electrons!in trapping states in the photodiode whe
an array is irradiated. The amount of trapped signal increa
as the electric field strength across the photodio
decreases.30 This occurs ifVbias is decreased and/or if th
incident light signal, and hence the pixel signal size,
creases. In radiographic mode, this trapping has the neg
consequence of essentially reducing the useful optical im
ing quanta. In fluoroscopic mode, during the initial ima
frames the charge captured by the traps is gradually bala
by the release of trapped charge until an approximate e
librium is achieved. As a result, these initial frames exhib
strong visual artifact as the images progressively show m
signal. This capture and release of charge also results in
carryover of charge between fluoroscopic image frames
sulting in image lag. However, a small amount of carryov
is tolerable and, in fact, can improve the quality of the i
aging due to reduction of noise.19,31

5. Linearity of pixel response

The response of the pixels to incident radiation is initia
linear at small signal levels. As signal size grows, the elec
field across the photodiode decreases which increases
effects of charge trapping and eventually saturation, t
leading to a progressive loss of linearity. The fraction of t
pixel signal range over which the response of the pixel
mains highly linear increases withVbias, since this reduces
the amount of charge trapping and extends the point at w
saturation effects are manifest.32,33Thus, extending the pixe
signal capacity by increasingVbiasalso has the desirable con
sequence of increasing the range of linear response. Fo
ample, in a region of linear response, image processing
stants which correct for pixel-to-pixel variations in da
signal and light response and for channel-to-channel va
tions in preamplifier offset and gain may be based upo
simple two-parameter fit of dark and flood fie
measurements.2

6. Selection of operating parameters

The selection of the values forVbias, VTFT-on, VTFT-off ,
andTframe are subject to a variety of requirements, some
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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which conflict. The size of the imaging signal, which d
pends upon the x-ray energy, exposure to the detector,
screen type, is a key determinant of the required pixel sig
capacity, and hence ofVbias. While, it is desirable to keep
Vbias large for reasons of high light detection efficiency, lar
pixel signal capacity, reduced charge trapping, and impro
linearity, this is opposed by the desire to keepVbias low to
minimize the magnitude and temporal drift of the photodio
dark current. It is generally desirable to keepVTFT-on large in
order to reduce the frame time@Eqs.~3!, ~5!, ~6a!#while it is
also desirable to reduce the difference betweenVTFT-on and
VTFT-off to minimize the pixel switching transients. Finally
the magnitude ofVTFT-off must be kept larger than that o
Vbias, typically by;2–4 V. In the event that the signal siz
brings the pixel near saturation, this strategy prevents
leakage of charge from the photodiode through the TFT o
the data line. Such charge leakage would result in a los
image contrast. For a given application, the selection of a
of operational parameters which represents a satisfac
compromise between these competing considerations m
be based upon a knowledge of the magnitude and syste
ics of the relevant imager properties. In the following se
tions, measurements which are pertinent to the choice of
operational parameters and which highlight the similarit
and differences between operating the imager in fluorosco
and radiographic modes are reported.

III. MOTIVATIONS AND METHODS

In the first part of this section, experimental metho
common to the various studies are summarized. In the la
part, further details specific to each of the studies, along w
specific motivations for these studies, are concisely
scribed in a series of subsections.

Array measurements were performed in the dark, w
light from a LED, and with x rays. The measurements w
light were performed by directly illuminating the array wit
a flashing LED source. This LED has a central emiss
wavelength of;568 nm, near the peak of the photodiod
efficiency. Under control by the acquisition software, t
LED was turned on~‘‘flashed’’! for ;2.8ms every;5.6ms.
Gross control of the amount of light shining on the arr
pixels was achieved through careful positioning of the LE
above the array and systematic variation of the amoun
light was achieved by flashing the LED a specified num
of times between frames. X-ray measurements were
formed using a Simulix Y therapy simulator~Oldelft, Fair-
fax, VA! with a Maxiray 100 tube source~GE Medical Sys-
tems, Milwaukee, WI!. This unit provided both radiograph
x-ray pulses and cw fluoroscopic radiation. For fluorosco
operation, the ramp-up and the ‘‘ramp-down’’ times~the
time to completely turn on and off! were;30 and;60 ms,
respectively. Synchronization of the operation of the ima
with the delivery of radiation for radiographic mode me
surements was achieved by the addition of a logic circui
the control system of the simulator. This circuit made it po
sible for the imager acquisition software to trigger individu
radiographic x-ray pulses.
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TABLE IV. Summary of the experimental conditions or parameters used for the measurements. These include whether the radiation source was a
tube, or if the measurements were performed in the dark. For measurements with the LED or x rays, the mode of operation is specified~fluoroscopic or
radiographic!. The column labeled ‘‘Sync’’ refers to whether the readout of the array was synchronized with the radiation source. The range of valu
operational parameters~Vbias, VTFT-on, Tframe, andTrad-init! is also presented.VTFT-off and ~Nttpix! were fixed at the values given in Table II. Note that th
column labeledTrad-init applies only for radiographic mode and for this caseTframe was fixed at 33 ms.

Property Source Mode Sync
Vbias

~V!
VTFT-on

~V!
TFRAME

~s!
TRAD-INIT

~s!
Figure
/Table

~A! Pixel dark signal drift Dark ••• ••• 22,24,26 5 1.4 ••• Fig. 4
~B! Pixel dark signal Dark ••• ••• 22,26 5 0.015 to 30 ••• Fig. 5
~C! Pixel switching transient Dark ••• ••• 24 2 to 10 1.4 ••• Fig. 6
~D! Temporal behavior of pixel

sampling
LED Fluor Yes 24 2 to 10 0.015 ••• Fig. 7

~E! Relative pixel efficiency LED Fluor/Rad Yes 0 to26 5, 10 0.033 to 1 0.5 to 10 Fig. 8
~F! Pixel response and linearity LED Fluor/Rad Yes 22 to 26 5 0.033 to 1 0.34 to 20 Figs. 9,10
~G! Pixel charge trapping LED ••• Yes 22,24,26 5 0.033 1 to 1000 Fig. 11

Pixel charge release LED ••• Yes 22,24,26 5 0.020 to 2 ••• Fig. 12
~H! Pixel x-ray sensitivity X ray Fluor/Rad No/Yes 24 5 0.2 5 Table V
~I! X-ray images X ray Fluor/Rad No/Yes 24 5 ;4 80 Figs. 13,14
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A summary of experimental conditions and operatio
parameters varied during the measurements is presente
Table IV. For the studies of dark signal drift, dark signal, a
pixel switching transient, the measurements were perform
in the dark. For the dark signal studies, the imager is con
ered to be operating neither in the fluoroscopic nor rad
graphic mode; the array is simply read out continually in
absence of illumination. The studies of charge trapping
release involved methodologies consisting of measurem
utilizing both fluoroscopic and radiographic modes and
the dark. For the studies of temporal behavior of pixel sa
pling, relative efficiency, pixel response, linearity of r
sponse, and charge trapping and release, the LED was
as it provided a highly stable source, offered precise
brief turn-on and turn-off times, and allowed accurate var
tion of the amount of signal. For most of the measureme
requiring light or x rays, results are reported for both fluo
scopic and radiographic modes. However, since the p
temporal sampling behavior does not depend on mode
sults are reported only for fluoroscopic mode.

For the studies in which the imager was operated in fl
roscopic mode~Table IV!, the measurements were pe
formed under conditions in which equilibrium had been
tablished between the trapping and release of charge.
was accomplished by excluding data from initial ima
frames during which the signal, for reasons explained in
previous section, was increasing. Thus, for a given se
operational parameters~Vbias, VTFT-on, VTFT-off , Nt , Tframe!, a
typical data acquisition sequence consisted of:~a! reading
the array in the dark for up to 50 frames~for purposes of
initialization!, followed by~b! acquiring a consecutive set o
;70 image frames with data from the last;20 image frames
being analyzed and averaged. By excluding data taken u
nonequilibrium conditions where the effects of charge tr
ping and release were varying, this strategy contributed
ward the precision and reproducibility of the results.

For the studies in which the imager was operated in
diographic mode~Table IV!, the effects of charge trappin
also necessitated the use of a particular methodology to
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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sure precise, reproducible results. The method involved
ing a consecutive series of radiographic image frames e
of which was preceded by a period during which the ar
was continually read out in the dark. The readout per
between each pair of radiographic image frames is define
the radiographic initialization time,Trad-init. Thus, for a given
set of operational parameters~Vbias, VTFT-on, VTFT-off , Nt ,
Tframe, Trad-init!, a typical data acquisition sequence consis
of the following sequence repeated ten times without pau
~a! reading the array in the dark for a timeTrad-init, followed
by ~b! reading a radiographic image frame.~In some in-
stances, reproducibility of the results was found to be furt
improved by preceding this sequence by reading the a
out in the dark for an additional, limited duration.! As the
signal size was observed to increase asymptotically by u
5% over the first few image frames~establishing a form of
equilibrium!, only the results from the last five image fram
were analyzed and averaged. This methodology~and that
described above for fluoroscopic mode studies!resulted in a
reproducibility of better than 1% throughout the measu
ments. In practical terms, properties reported for a giv
value of radiographic initialization time using the abo
methodology approximately correspond to the behavior to
expected from an imager operated under conditions wh
patient images are made, on average, everyTrad-init seconds
~where the duration ofTrad-init could range from a few sec
onds to tens of minutes or longer depending on the appl
tion!. Moreover, as reported below, for a given value of
diographic initialization time, the properties measured
radiographic mode were found to be independent of fra
time, thus makingTrad-init ~and notTframe! the more funda-
mental independent variable for radiographic mode.

For many of the reported studies, measurements were
formed as a function of one or more of the operational
rameters,Vbias, VTFT-on, Tframe, andTrad-init over the ranges
indicated in Table IV.VbiasandVTFT-on were otherwise fixed
at values of24 and 5V, respectively and the TFTs wer
kept conducting for;300ms during readout~see Table II!.
For the radiographic measurements, unless otherwise i
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cated,Tframe was fixed at 33 ms for all values ofTrad-init.
VTFT-off was fixed at28 V ~2 V below the most negative
value used forVbias!. Given the relatively slow acquisition
rate of the electronics, data were read out from small, c
tiguous pixel blocks, typically 64320 ~data3gate lines!to
allow frame times,Tframe, as short as;15 ms corresponding
to a frame rate of;60 fps. Although nonaddressed pixels o
the array would saturate during the measurements, this
no effect ~i.e., cross talk! on measurements from the a
dressed pixels. This was empirically confirmed by perfor
ing a limited number of measurements in which both 64320
pixels and 6431920 pixels were addressed under otherw
identical operational conditions. The very high degree of i
lation between pixels on different data lines prevents cr
talk between these lines. In addition, the aforementio
strategy of maintaining the magnitude ofVTFT-off higher than
Vbias ensures negligible cross talk between pixels along
same data line. All measurements were carried out at a
stant temperature of;28 °C, which was;4 °C above room
temperature due to heat generated by the acquisition e
tronics which are located in close proximity to the array.
addition, the correspondence between a change in ch
presented to the input of the preamplifiers and a chang
digitizer output @analog-to-digitizer~ADC! value# ~i.e., pC
per ADC unit! was determined through a separate calibrat
of the acquisition electronics.

For all measurements involving the LED source~both
fluoroscopic and radiographic! and for radiographic x-ray
measurements and imaging, the operation of the imager
synchronized with the radiation source in the general man
illustrated in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. For fluoroscopic x-ray op
eration, no synchronization was used as there was no ad
tage to be gained. For all measurements, the time to read
each row of 64 pixels was fixed~;0.7 ms per row!. In order
to vary Tframe, a pause was introduced between the read
of the last gate line for a given frame and the first gate l
for the next frame. The LED flashes or radiographic x-r
pulse occurred at the end of this pause as illustrated in F
3~a!and 3~b!.

A. Pixel dark signal drift

An important indicator of the quality of the pixels is th
degree to which the pixel dark signal,Qpix-dk , remains stable
over extended periods of time.~The stable operation of th
acquisition electronics over extended periods was indep
dently verified.!For each selected value ofVbias and with all
other operational parameters fixed, the dark signal drift w
examined by reading out the array continuously for up to
after Vbias was applied. Over this time, data from select
pixels were periodically saved. Due to the fact that the p
amplifier circuit contributes an unknown constant offset
the total pixel signal, the empirical results do not provide
absolute measure of the dark signal but, nevertheless, a
an examination of its variation over time.

B. Pixel dark signal

The variation of the magnitude of the pixel dark sign
was examined as a function ofTframe andVbias. From these
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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data, a measure of the absolute magnitude of the pixel d
current, equal to the slope of the dark signal versusTframe
behavior, was obtained.

C. Pixel switching transient

As mentioned above, switching the gate line voltage
tween VTFT-on and VTFT-off during array operation induce
switching transients which are presented to the preampl
circuits and the photodiodes. A quantification of the mag
tude of these transients is useful as they affect the size o
electric field across the photodiode as well as the design
the preamplifier. In our acquisition system, during norm
operation~method A!charge integration on the feedback c
pacitance of the preamplifiers begins shortly before the TF
are rendered conducting~by applying VTFT-on! and ends
shortly before the TFTs are rendered nonconducting~by ap-
plying VTFT-off!. Alternatively, charge integration can be te
minated shortly after the TFTs are made nonconduct
~method B!. Thus, the size of the switching transient p
sented to the preamplifier, associated with rendering
TFTs nonconducting, can be obtained by subtracting
method A measurement from that of method B. The mag
tude of the transient thereby obtained was measured
function ofVTFT-on.

D. Temporal behavior of pixel sampling

The minimum time required to sample~and simulta-
neously reinitialize!a row of pixels during readout of an
array determines both the maximum frame rate in fluo
scopic applications as well as the minimum time for ima
acquisition in radiographic applications. As the length of t
gate lines and the number of pixels along these lines g
with increases in array size and pixel density, and as
width of the lines decreases to allow higher fill factors, t
resistance and capacitance along the gate line could bec
sufficiently large so as to increase the time required
sample the pixels beyond that predicted by the simple ex
nential behavior given in Eq.~4!.34 The large size and high
pixel density of the present arrays make it inherently int
esting to examine and quantify the temporal behavior
pixel sampling in order to determine the maximum fram
rate that this behavior implies. With the pixel TFTs ke
conducting for a fixed duration~Table II!, this temporal be-
havior was examined by allowing pixel charge to be in
grated in the preamplifiers for periods ranging from;1 to
120ms. ~In order to ensure that the intrinsic temporal beha
ior associated with the preamplification circuitry itself d
not affect the measurement, a preamplifier design, slig
different from that used in the other measurements, with
appropriately short time constant was employed.! These
measurements were performed as a function ofVTFT-on.

E. Relative pixel efficiency

In order to maintain the good efficiency for detection
light photons illustrated in Fig. 2, the electric field across t
photodiode~and hence the externally applied photodiode
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60 Antonuk et al. : Empirical investigation of the signal performance 60
verse bias voltage! must be kept sufficiently high to maintai
full depletion across the intrinsic layer. Given the vario
considerations which govern the choice ofVbias ~including
those in Sec. II C!, a knowledge of the dependence of pix
signal size on this operational parameter is crucial to en
ing optimal operation of the imager. Since the absolute li
detection efficiency of the photodiode is already known, t
investigation focused on an examination of how the relat
pixel efficiency changed withVbias. This was accomplished
by measuring the size of the pixel signal as a function
Vbias for a constant light signal. Furthermore, these stud
were conducted for fluoroscopic and radiographic modes
for a pair of typical values forVTFT-on. The amount of light
provided per frame by the LED was constant for all measu
ments and was chosen so as to ensure that the signal
never exceeded 50% of pixel saturation. For the repo
pixel signal results, the dark signal component, acquired
the absence of light but under otherwise identical conditio
has been subtracted.~This dark component constitutes a
offset due to the combined effect of the acquisition electr
ics, the pixel switching transient, and TFT and photodio
dark currents.!The resulting~dark-subtracted!pixel signal is
denoted byQpix .

F. Pixel response and linearity

An examination of a plot of the pixel signal,Qpix , as a
function of the incident radiation signal, called the pixel r
sponse curve, can clearly illustrate the influence of ope
tional parameters and underlying phenomena on pixel per
mance. Pixel response curves were obtained under
fluoroscopic and radiographic conditions for a range ofVbias
values. The curves were measured as a function of increa
light signal up to saturation.

While the pixel response inevitably deviates from line
ity as saturation is approached, charge trapping may ca
such deviation to occur significantly before saturation.32,33A
quantitative examination of the shape of a pixel respo
curve allows a determination of the range over which
response of the pixel remains linear as well as a compara
assessment of the effects of mode andVbias. The technique
used in this investigation is similar to that used in previo
studies.32,33 For each pixel response curve, a separate lin
fit is performed to the initial part of the curve up to;20% of
pixel saturation. Then for each point along the curve up
saturation, the value given by the linear fit minus the m
sured signal is determined. This difference, expressed
percentage of the saturation signal size, gives a measu
the deviation of the response from linearity.

G. Pixel charge trapping and release

The trapping and release of charge from deep metast
states in the photodiode affect many of the signal and n
properties of the pixels. For this reason, it is useful and
teresting to examine the magnitude and systematics
charge trapping and release. The techniques used in thi
vestigation involved a combination of measurements in
dark, in fluoroscopic mode, and in radiographic mode.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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In order to quantify the effects of charge trapping, da
from pixel response curves obtained using radiograp
mode were acquired as a function ofVbias, Trad-init, and in-
cident light signal up to saturation. In addition, data fro
pixel response curves obtained using fluoroscopic mode w
also acquired as a function ofVbiasand light signal.~The data
used in this investigation included the fluoroscopic and
diographic pixel response curves generated for the stu
described in Sec. III F. For both modes,Tframe was fixed at
33 ms.!For a given value ofVbias and Trad-init, the ~dark-
subtracted!radiographic pixel signal was subtracted from t
~dark-subtracted!fluoroscopic pixel signal obtained at th
same light level. While the radiographic pixel signal is r
duced due to charge trapping, the corresponding fluorosc
pixel signal is acquired under conditions of equilibrium b
tween charge trapping and release. Thus, the difference
tween the two signals,Qtrap, represents the magnitude o
charge trapping relative to conditions of equilibrium. Final
the reportedQtrap results are expressed as a percentage of
corresponding~dark-subtracted!fluoroscopic pixel signal
level.

In order to quantify the effects of charge release, d
were acquired using a methodology involving a combinat
of fluoroscopic pixel response curve measurements plus
additional dark measurement. For a given value ofVbias,
Tframe, and light level, pixel signal size in fluoroscopic mod
was determined from an average of the final image frame
a consecutive sequence, as described at the beginning o
section. In addition, pixel data were acquired from the fi
frame following the last image frame of this sequence~i.e.,
the first frame for which the LED was not flashed!. When the
dark signal component is subtracted from the signal from
additional frame, the remaining pixel signal,Qreleaserepre-
sents the release of charge trapped during previous fram
Qreleasewas measured as a function ofVbias, Tframe, and in-
cident light signal up to saturation. As in the case ofQtrap,
the presentedQreleaseresults are expressed as a percentag
the corresponding~dark-subtracted!fluoroscopic pixel signal
size in order to quantify the effect relative to conditions
equilibrium.

H. X-ray sensitivity

It is intrinsically interesting and important to measure t
size of the pixel signal per unit x-ray exposure as this i
fundamental characteristic of an imager and such inform
tion is necessary for a signal-to-noise analysis of the syst
This quantity, which we refer to as x-ray sensitivity, w
examined as a function of beam energy and screen type
both fluoroscopic and radiographic modes with a single
of operational parameters. Data were obtained from 70
120 kVp for the three commercially available screens m
tioned in Sec. II A. As there was no phantom or other ma
rial placed between the source and the imager, the resu
sensitivities correspond to the unattenuated beam. Fo
given beam energy, screen type, and mode, the x-ray se
tivity was given by the slope determined from a linear r
gression of pixel signal measurements versus exposure
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order to assure that the sensitivities were determined u
conditions where the pixel response was highly linear, pi
signal data were acquired for pixel signals not exceed
;20% of saturation. The exposure at the array surface
measured by means of a Keithley ion chamber, model 950
used with a Keithley 35050 A digital dosimeter. Given t
very limited control of exposure rate allowed by the x-r
source in radiographic mode, the large differences in opt
gain between the three screens, and the requirement tha
pixel signal not exceed;20% of saturation, it proved nec
essary to locate the surface of the imager progressively
ther from the x-ray source for higher gain screens. Con
quently, for the fluoroscopic and radiographic measureme
the source to imager distance involving Lanex Fine, Regu
and Fast-B screens was 65, 80, and 123 cm, respective

I. X-ray images

In order to provide visual examples of the performance
the imager, x-ray images of a variety of objects were
quired. A qualitative illustration of the spatial resolution
the system was provided by images of a spatial resolut
0.05-mm-thick, lead line-pair pattern~model 88548; Nuclear
Associates!. These images were acquired both fluorosc
cally and radiographically using the high-resolution Lan
Fine screen. The source-to-detector distance was 100 cm
the pattern was placed in direct contact with the screen.
ing the maximum pixel block which could be addressed
the present acquisition system~51231920 pixels!, an x-ray
image of the hand of one of the investigators was acqu
radiographically. In order to demonstrate images using
full surface of the array, images were also acquired of
anthropomorphic hand phantom both fluoroscopically a
radiographically. As only one-third of the array data lin
~i.e., 512!could be addressed at a time, each of these ima
was produced by combining image frames acquired se
rately from each third of the array. All hand images we
obtained with the imager at;86 cm from the x-ray source
using the Lanex Regular screen. The choice of this low
resolution, higher-gain screen~compared to the Lanex Fine!
was driven by the desire to minimize the exposure wh
maintaining the pixel signals at a level where the pream
lifier noise did not significantly degrade the images. The o
image processing performed to the images consisted of
application of a gain and offset correction to each pixel
well as the use of a median filter to partially remove t
distracting influence of pixel and line defects.2,35

IV. RESULTS

The results reported in this section correspond to sin
pixel measurements and array images acquired in the ma
outlined in Sec. III. For each property studied, data w
obtained for a number of pixels in the selected pixel blo
and representative results, usually from a single pixel,
shown in the following figures. Except where noted, all
sults correspond to an array incorporating the new oxynitr
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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passivation layer. For purposes of comparison, a sm
amount of data are shown for an array of identical design
incorporating a polyimide passivation layer.

A. Pixel dark signal drift

The behavior of the pixel dark signal over 4–8 h of co
tinuous imager operation is shown in Fig. 4. Data are sho
for a single pixel from the array with the oxynitride passiv
tion layer as well as from the polyimide array. For ea
array, data are shown for values ofVbiasapproximately span-
ning the practical range. While the magnitude of the p
sented results for a given array contains an unknown of
~as explained in Sec. III A!, the vertical scale correctly de
scribes changes over time as well as differences for diffe
values ofVbias. The oxynitride array demonstrates extreme
little signal drift ~less than 0.01 pC! over an 8 h period, aside
from fluctuations during the first few minutes after the vo
age is initially applied. Second, for an increase inVbias from
22 to 26 V the increase in dark signal was only;0.07 pC.
This represents a very small fraction of the calculated pi
signal capacity of;4.2 pC at26 V @from Eq. ~2! using the
measured photodiode capacitance of 0.7 pF~Sec. IV F!#. By
comparison, the polyimide array shows considerable d
~up to 0.3 pC at26 V! and a far larger increase~up to;0.35
pC! in dark signal from22 to 26 V.

B. Pixel dark signal

The variation of the pixel dark signal with frame time fo
the oxynitride and polyimide arrays is shown in Fig. 5~a
Once again, for a given array, while the magnitude of
signal contains an unknown offset, the vertical scale c
rectly describes changes withVbias and Tframe. In order to
minimize the influence of dark current drift~see Fig. 4!,

FIG. 4. Plot of pixel dark signal as a function of elapsed time illustrating
temporal stability of this property. For photodiode reverse bias voltag
Vbias, of 22, 24, and26 V, data are shown both for a pixel from an arra
with an oxynitride passivation layer~triangles, squares, and circles, respe
tively! as well as for a pixel from an array with a polyimide passivati
~solid lines!. Note that for this plot, and for that shown in Fig. 5~a!, the
absolute magnitude of the signal contains an unknown offset. Finally,
polyimide results have been renormalized so that at the shortest elapsed
at 22 V, the polyimide and oxynitride data are equal.
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measurements for a givenVbiaswere performed only after the
array was continually read out for 1 and 3 h for the oxy
tride and polyimide arrays, respectively. For the oxynitri
array, at22 V the dark signal shows a steady decay tow
an asymptotic limit. At26 V there is an initial decay up to
Tframe of ;5 s followed by a slow, linear increase in da
signal. This behavior most likely reflects the competing
fects of the TFT transient current~which apparently domi-
nates at22 V! and the photodiode dark current~which is
larger at26 V and which eventually dominates over th
decaying TFT transient current!. In the case of the polyim
array, photodiode dark current is considerably greater
thus the dark signal exhibits a large, monotonic incre
~representing a substantial fraction of the pixel signal cap
ity! before appearing to approach an asymptotic limit at la
values of Tframe. Overall, the polyimide array exhibit
changes in dark signal withTframe up to ;36 times larger
than for the oxinitride array at26 V.

Using the data of Fig. 5~a!, the absolute magnitude of th
pixel dark current was determined and the results are plo

FIG. 5. ~a! Plot of pixel dark signal as a function of frame time,Tframe, for
the oxynitride array atVbias values of22 and26 V and for the polyimide
array at26 V. Through the application of an additive offset, the polyimi
results have been renormalized to coincide with the26 V oxynitride data at
the shortest frame time.~b! Plot of the pixel dark current as a function o
Tframe derived from the Fig. 5~a! data. For both plots, the oxynitride dat
correspond to the open triangles and circles and the left vertical scale w
the polyimide data correspond to the solid line and the right vertical sc
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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in Fig. 5~b!. For the oxynitride array, the dark curre
changes from a value of20.065 and 20.061 pA at
Tframe535 ms to20.013 and20.008 pA atTframe51.11 s for
Vbias522 and26 V, respectively. Thereafter, the dark cu
rent increases only very slowly up to values of20.0008 and
0.0020 pA at;29 s, respectively. In the case of the polyim
ide array, much larger dark current and dark current variat
is observed. While the polyimide dark current is compara
to that of oxynitride at very short frame times~20.050 pA at
74 ms!, it quickly increases to 0.29 pA at 0.50 s befo
gradually decreasing to 0.07 pA at;30 s. AtTframe5150 ms,
1 s, and;30 s, the magnitude of the dark current for th
polyimide array is about 2.7, 33, and 29 times larger than
the oxynitride array.

C. Pixel switching transient

The magnitude of the switching transient presented to
preamplifier when the gate line voltage is switched fro
VTFT-on to VTFT-off is plotted as a function ofVTFT-on in Fig. 6.
The data exhibit a linear dependence uponVTFT-on. At values
of VTFT-on closer to the threshold voltage~;1 V!, the behav-
ior of the TFT is highly nonlinear and practical operation
the array is precluded. Perhaps the most interesting aspe
these data is the magnitude of the transient which ran
from 0.4 to;1 pC forVTFT-on52 to 10 V, respectively. This
is found to agree with theoretical estimates to within a fac
of 2. Given that a switching transient of comparable size
believed to be injected into the photodiode when the TFT
turned off, and since this signal represents a large fractio
the pixel signal capacity which ranges from;1.4 to;4.2 pC
for Vbias522 to 26 V, respectively, it is expected that th
effect of this charge injection should be manifest in the o
eration of the pixels. This is indeed the case as reporte
Sec. IV E. Finally, it is interesting that, as a result of desi
changes incorporated into the array, including those outli

ile
.

FIG. 6. Plot of the pixel switching transient presented to the preamplifie
a function of TFT-on voltage,VTFT-on. Data are shown for values ofVTFT-on

ranging from 2 V, a value slightly above the TFT threshold voltage, to 10
The line represents a least-squares fit to the data.
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in Sec. II A, the switching transient for the present array h
been reduced by over a factor of 6 compared to that of ea
arrays with a 450mm pitch.

D. Temporal behavior of pixel sampling

Using the technique described in Sec. III D, pixel char
was sampled as a function of preamplifier integration ti
for pixels at both ends of the gate lines. In this way, d
were gathered both for pixels very close to the gate driv
circuitry and maximally distant from this circuitry. All the
data were found to exhibit the exponential behavior
scribed by Eq.~4!. Each set of data was fit with a function o
the form of Eq.~4! to determine a pixel time constant,tpix .
The values oftpix thereby measured are plotted as a funct
of VTFT-on in Fig. 7. The far pixel data exhibit a slightl
larger time constant than the near pixel data, which is m
likely a result of the increased resistive and capacitive lo
between the drivers and the far pixels. The solid line cor
sponds to a fit of the near pixel data using Eqs.~5! and~3!. In
this fit, the photodiode capacitance,Cpd, was fixed at the
empirically determined value of 0.7 pF~see Sec. IV F! while
the field effect mobility,mfe and TFT threshold voltage,VT ,
were allowed to vary. Except at values ofVTFT-on near
threshold where the response of the transistor is not as
cisely described by Eq.~3!, the near pixel data are well fi
using typical values formfe andVT ~0.75 cm2/V s and 1.0 V,
respectively—Table II!. Using these empirically determin
values oftpix , the maximum theoretical frame rate for th
entire 127mm array may be calculated using Eq.~6b! and
the results are also plotted in Fig. 7. These calculations i
cate that, despite the reduced time constants of the far pi
the properties of the array allow readout at;30 fps under
typical operational conditions.

FIG. 7. Measurements and calculations for pixels near to~solid symbols!and
far from ~open symbols!gate driver circuitry. Left-hand scale: plot of pixe
time constant,tpix , vs VTFT-on. The solid line is the result of a fit to the nea
pixel data. Right-hand scale: Plot of the maximum theoretical frame r
implied by the measured time constants. The dashed line represents
rates corresponding to the time constants represented by the solid line
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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E. Relative pixel efficiency

The measurements of relative pixel efficiency as a fu
tion of Vbias, VTFT-on, and mode reveal an interesting varie
of behaviors. These are illustrated in Fig. 8 which sho
plots of ~dark-subtracted!pixel signal versusVbias. For each
measurement set, the pixel exhibits only a limited respo
at lowVbias, rises steeply starting from;20.5 to;21.0 V,
and nears its asymptotic value at;21.5 to;23.0 V. For
each mode, the relative efficiency curve forVTFT-on510 V is
shifted;0.6 V relative to theVTFT-on55 V curve as mea-
sured by comparison of the 50% points between curves
addition, the radiographic curves exhibit a slower increa
with Vbias and asymptotically approach a slightly lower si
nal level than the fluoroscopic results. Finally, while the
sults shown in Fig. 8 correspond to specific values forTframe
andTrad-init, no significant variation from the presented r
sults were observed when these parameters were varied
the ranges given in Table IV.

The behavior observed in Fig. 8 in fluoroscopic mode
VTFT-on510 V is distinctly different from that from an earlie
array ~5123560 pixels, 450mm pitch! having considerably
larger photodiodes and pixel signal capacity.33 For the earlier
array, the relative efficiency increased very steeply from 0
and neared its maximum at;20.5 V, i.e., the data exhibited
only a;0.25 V shift relative toVbias50 V. The present array
exhibits much largerVbias shifts due to the comparativel
large size of the pixel switching transient relative to the pix
signal capacity. Interpreting these shifts as the result of
jected charge and given the measured photodiode cap
tance of ;0.7 pF, the;0.8 and ;1.4 V shifts in the
VTFT-on55 and 10 V fluoroscopic curves with respect to 0
imply an injected charge of;0.6 and;1 pC, respectively.
This is in good agreement with the measurements of cha
injected into the preamplifier~Fig. 6!. Thus, data such a

s
me

FIG. 8. Plot illustrating the relative efficiency of light detection by a pixe
Dark-subtracted pixel signal,Qpix , is plotted as a function of the magnitud
of the photodiode reverse bias voltage for fluoroscopic mode and ra
graphic mode. Data are shown for TFT-on voltages,VTFT-on, of 5 and 10 V
as indicated by the connecting solid and dashed lines, respectively.Trad-init
andTframewere fixed at 10 s and 33 ms, respectively. The left vertical sc
gives the pixel signal size in units of charge while the right vertical sc
gives the signal size expressed as a percentage of the asymptotic fl
scopic signal size atVbias526 V.
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64 Antonuk et al. : Empirical investigation of the signal performance 64
those shown in Fig. 8 illustrate the effect of the switchi
transient and quantify both the reduction in the effective
verse bias voltage applied across the photodiodes and
corresponding reduction in relative pixel efficiency.

Moreover, the slower increase in relative efficiency a
the lower efficiency ultimately achieved in the radiograph
results of Fig. 8 may be attributed to the effect of char
trapping. Whereas the fluoroscopic measurements are m
under conditions where equilibrium is established betw
the trapping and release of charge, such equilibrium is
present during the radiographic measurements. Thus, the
a net loss of signal due to trapped charge affecting both
shape and asymptotic magnitude of the relative efficie
curves.

F. Pixel response and linearity

Pixel signal as a function of incident light signal is plotte
in Fig. 9 for a range ofVbiasvalues for both fluoroscopic an
radiographic mode. Each pixel response curve initially
hibits highly linear behavior before progressively deviati
from linearity and saturating. The saturation levels are fou
to increase linearly withVbiasas per Eq.~2!. With Eq.~2! and
using saturation data including those shown in Fig. 9,
empirical determination of the photodiode capacitance,Cpd,
yields a value of 0.7 pF. This implies a value of;1.0mm for
the nominal thickness for the intrinsic layer of the photo
ode @using Eq.~1!#, which is consistent with the range fo
this parameter due to processing variations during array
rication.

It is particularly instructive to compare pixel respon
curves obtained using fluoroscopic and radiographic mo
As illustrated in Fig. 9, for a given value ofVbias, the re-
sponse of the imager in radiographic mode is lower than
fluoroscopic mode. Initially, as the incident light signal i
creases, the absolute difference in response between the
modes systematically increases. However, as pixel satura
is approached, the size of the pixel signal becomes c

FIG. 9. Dark-subtracted pixel signal,Qpix , plotted as a function of inciden
light signal, in units of number of LED flashes. Data are presented forVbias

values of22,24, and26 V for both fluoroscopic and radiographic mode
Trad-init andTframe were fixed at 10 s and 33 ms, respectively.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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strained and the fluoroscopic and radiographic mode d
converge. As in the case of the relative pixel efficiency m
surements, these differences may be attributed to the e
of charge trapping in radiographic mode which, unlike flu
roscopic mode, is not compensated for by charge releas

While the fluoroscopic results shown in Fig. 9 were o
tained withTframe fixed, additional investigations indicate
that for a given light level, the fluoroscopic signal size w
relatively independent of frame time over at least the ran
of values given in Table IV. For example, forVbias522 V
~26 V!, no variation withTframe was observed up to;60%
~;80%! of saturation and deviations of only;5% ~1%! at
;95% of saturation were observed. Moreover, for a giv
light level and a fixed value ofTrad-init, the radiographic sig-
nal size was found to be independent of frame time for v
ues ofTframe ranging from 33 ms to 1 s. However, radio
graphic signal size was found to decrease with increas
Trad-init as reported in Sec. IV G.

Following the method outlined in Sec. III F, an analysis
the pixel response data of Fig. 9 yields the results shown
Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! for fluoroscopic and radiographi
modes, respectively. In these figures, the deviation of p
response from linearity is plotted as a function of the size

FIG. 10. Plot of deviation from linearity as a function of pixel signal size f
~a!fluoroscopic and~b! radiographic modes, respectively. The results sho
correspond to an analysis of the data shown in Fig. 9. Note that pos
values of deviation correspond to a sublinear pixel response. See the te
details.
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65 Antonuk et al. : Empirical investigation of the signal performance 65
the pixel signal, expressed as a percentage of saturatio
both modes, the deviation from linearity increases with
creasing signal size and decreasingVbias as a result of de-
creasing electric field across the photodiode. Perhaps
most notable aspect of these data is the degree to which
behavior of the imager in fluoroscopic mode differs from th
in radiographic mode. Generally, the fluoroscopic data de
onstrate a greater range of highly linear behavior than
radiographic data. For example, whereas the fluorosc
data exhibit deviations from linearity below the 1% level
to ;64% to;75% of the signal range forVbias522 to 26
V, respectively, the radiographic data exhibit such variatio
only up to;32% to;63%. As previously mentioned, it i
likely that this is a manifestation of a net charge trapp
effect in radiographic mode. On the other hand, once
response starts to deviate from linearity, the rate at whic
does so with increasing signal size andVbias appears to be
greater in the case of fluoroscopic mode. Since fluorosco
mode does not begin to exhibit significant deviation fro
linearity until the pixel signals are much closer to saturati
this enhanced rate of deviation may simply be the resul
more sharply decreasing pixel efficiency as saturation is
proached and the effective voltage bias across the pho
ode diminishes~see Sec. IV E and Fig. 8!.

G. Pixel charge trapping and release

In Fig. 11, charge trapping in plotted as a function
pixel signal for a range ofVbias values. As discussed in Se
II C 4, it is generally anticipated that the trapping of char
should increase with decreasing sensor bias voltage an
increasing pixel signal size. This expectation is genera

FIG. 11. Trapped charge,Qtrap, plotted as a function of fluoroscopic pixe
signal size forVbias values of22, 24, and26 V. Qtrap is the amount of
missing charge from a radiographic mode measurement relative to the
of the pixel signal under conditions of equilibrium between charge trapp
and charge release in fluoroscopic mode—see the main text for details
horizontal scale represents the size of the corresponding fluoroscopic
signal size at equilibrium relative to saturation. The solid circles repre
data points acquired with a radiographic initialization time,Trad-init , of 10 s.
For each set of data at a particularVbias, additional data illustrating the
amount of trapping atTrad-init values of 1,100, and 1000 s are indicated
crosses, horizontal bars, and double arrows, respectively.
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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borne out in theQtrap data shown in Fig. 11. The dependen
on pixel signal size is particularly evident atVbias522 V.
~The apparently anomalous decrease inQtrap with increasing
pixel signal observed near saturation is simply an artifac
the methodology36—the size of the average pixel signal b
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FIG. 12. Released charge,Qrelease, plotted as a function of fluoroscopic pixe
signal size forVbias values of~a! 22 V, ~b! 24 V, and ~c! 26 V. Qreleaseis
the amount of charge released in the first frame following a series of fl
roscopic image frames—see the main text for details. For each valu
Vbias, data were acquired for seven values ofTframe ~20, 33, 100, 200, 500,
1000, and 2000 ms!. These data are labeled in the figure in terms of t
corresponding frame rate as given by the inverse ofTframe. The convention
for the horizontal scale is the same as for Fig. 11. For each plot, result
individual frame rates are joined by solid lines for reasons of clarity. F
purposes of comparison, the dashed line superimposed on Figs. 12~a! and
12~b! represents previously reported results from a 64340 pixel, 900mm
pitch array operated at;3 fps ~Ref. 36!.
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Medical Physics, Vo
TABLE V. Sensitivity measurements, in units of pC/mR, obtained from individual imaging pixels. Result
shown for fluoroscopic and radiographic modes for three screens.

Energy~kVp!

Lanex Fine Lanex Regular Lanex Fast-B

Fluoroscopic Radiographic Fluoroscopic Radiographic Fluoroscopic Radiogra

70 0.023 0.023 0.084 0.076 0.163 0.136
80 0.026 0.024 0.091 0.081 0.168 0.150
90 0.027 0.026 0.098 0.085 0.184 0.163
100 0.029 0.027 0.102 0.087 0.195 0.169
110 0.030 0.027 0.105 0.089 0.203 0.170
120 0.030 0.024 0.106 0.091 0.208 0.174
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comes increasingly constrained as saturation is approa
while the amount of trapped charge is not similarly co
strained.!In addition, for each value ofVbias, the variation in
Qtrap over a range of values forTrad-init is shown~see figure
caption!. Generally, longer radiographic initialization tim
result in increased trapping, particularly at lower values
Vbias. Finally, the advantage in operating the array at la
Vbias ~e.g.,26V! is apparent given thatQtrap remains below
;5% throughout most of the signal range.

Charge release is plotted as a function of pixel signal
a range of values ofVbiasand frame rate in Figs. 12~a!–12~c!.
Since theQreleaseresults correspond to the charge releas
during only a single frame after the pixels have been brou
to a charge trapping–charge release equilibrium in fluo
scopic mode, while theQtrap results represent missing charg
for a single radiographic frame, the magnitudes of the effe
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 are not expected to correspo
However, as in the case of theQtrap data, the amount o
released charge generally decreases with increasingVbiasand
decreasing pixel size—reflecting the relative amount
trapped charge available to be released. Furthermore, the
served trend of largerQreleasewith longerTframe ~decreasing
frame rate!corresponds to the expectation that a long
frame time provides greater statistical probability for cha
to be released from the trapping states.30 Finally, for pur-
poses of comparison, results at a frame rate of;3 fps from
an earlier, more limited, study performed with a small arr
produced on a 4 in. reactor36 are superimposed on the22
and24 V data of Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!, respectively. Com
pared to the results obtained from the present array wh
was produced with a large-area process, these earlier re
indicate a significantly lower level of charge release. Giv
the expectation that the quantity of released charge sc
with the amount of trapped charge, it is likely that low
levels of charge trapping and release than those exhibite
the present large-area array can be realized through fu
improvements in the fabrication process.

H. X-ray sensitivity

Measurements of~dark-subtracted!pixel signal per unit
exposure are given in Table V. Data are presented as a f
tion of x-ray energy, phosphor screen type, and mode~fluo-
roscopic or radiographic!. The magnitude of the radiograph
results are generally smaller than the fluoroscopic results
to the effects of charge trapping discussed in the previ
l. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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sections. The fluoroscopic results for the Lanex Regular
Lanex Fast-B screens show a dependence on energy
screen type similar to that observed with an earlier ar
~5603512 pixels at 450mm pitch!.33 However, the magni-
tude of the present results, when normalized to unit optica
sensitive area of the photodiode, are;10%–20% larger than
results for the earlier array. While the reasons for this
hancement are unclear, better quantum efficiency of the p
todiodes for the present array is at least partially responsi
The sensitivity data agree well with the results of theoreti
calculations.19

I. X-ray images

An x-ray image of a line-pair pattern acquired at 70 kV
is shown in Fig. 13. The image was acquired in fluorosco
mode with the long dimension of the pattern oriented a
proximately parallel to the data address lines of the arr
Faint horizontal and vertical line artifacts due to defecti
gate and data address lines are evident in the image.
though such a tool is of limited use in characterizing t
spatial resolution properties of a pixelated imaging syste

FIG. 13. X-ray image at 70 kVp of a line-pair pattern acquired with t
flat-panel imager operated in fluoroscopic mode. The manufacturer’s va
of lp/mm are listed on the right-hand side.
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FIG. 14. X-ray images of~a! a human hand acquired in radiographic mode and of a hand phantom acquired~b! in fluoroscopic mode and~c! radiographic
mode. All three images were acquired at 70 kVp with exposures of 3.0 and 3.5 mAs for the fluoroscopic and radiographic images, respectively.
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loss of contrast is observed in the region of the group labe
3.50 lp/mm when the image is examined on a high resolu
computer monitor. This result is generally consistent with
spatial resolution expected given the choice of x-ray c
verter and the sampling frequency of the array. Furtherm
virtually identical results are achieved when the orientat
of the pattern is rotated by;90° with respect to the arra
and when images are acquired radiographically.

An x-ray image of a human hand acquired with a 5
31920 pixel portion of the array is shown in Fig. 14~a
X-ray images of an anthropomorphic hand phantom acqu
in fluoroscopic and radiographic modes with the full arr
are shown in Figs. 14~b! and 14~c!, respectively. While th
upper portion of all presented images in the region of
distal phalanges suffers from blurring as a result of less t
optimal contact between the screen and the array, the g
spatial resolution properties of the imager are neverthe
demonstrated by the fact that the cortical margins and
joint spaces are well defined in the carpal and metaca
regions of each image. However, by virtue of fact that tra
culation is not evident, the spatial resolution of the system
certainly less than that of a typical film-screen system. In
case of the human image, the joint spaces between the c
bones are well defined and the entire image is as sharp a
phantom images, demonstrating that the human image c
be taken in a clinically practical exposure time. The spa
and contrast information content of the fluoroscopic and
diographic phantom images appear to be virtually indis
guishable. Finally, as would be expected for this flat-pa
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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technology, the contrast in the finger tips is the same a
the vicinity of the wrist, which is consistent with the expe
tation of an absence of the blooming problem that plag
image intensifier systems.

V. DISCUSSION

The AMFPI described in this article represents an ea
prototype of an emerging technology. As such, many asp
of both the physical makeup of the imager as well as
function and performance fall short of that required for pra
tical use in a clinical setting. However, a variety of intere
ing implications for the future development and clinical a
plication of this technology can be made based on
experience gained in developing this imager, from the res
presented on the empirical studies of its signal performan
and from the various considerations outlined for radiograp
and fluoroscopic operation.

The considerable improvement in the dark signal behav
of the pixels over that of earlier arrays is the result of exte
sive efforts both to characterize the origin and nature of
photodiode leakage current37 and to improve the quality of
the array fabrication process. The excellent stability of
dark signal~Fig. 4! resulting from these efforts should he
to ensure that, once acquired, the pixel-by-pixel gain a
offset constants required for image processing remain v
for at least a day. In addition, the relatively small changes
the dark signal level with increasing frame rate@Fig. 5~a!#
along with the observed independence of fluoroscopic p
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response with frame rate suggest that, for a given ima
only a few sets~and perhaps even a single set!of image
processing constants may suffice for fluoroscopic opera
across a large range of frame rates. Given the observe
dependence of radiographic pixel response with frame
for a given radiographic initialization time, the same may
true for radiographic mode. A high degree of stability a
wide range of applicability of image processing consta
would be of significant practical benefit in a clinical settin
as this would reduce the amount of time, effort, and comp
ing resources necessary to acquire, maintain, and implem
them. Moreover, the relatively minor changes in the d
signal level at extended frame times@Fig. 5~a!#suggest that
imagers of this design might facilitate studies involving lo
exposure times at low exposure levels in applications as
verse as nuclear medicine, autoradiography, and astrono

The investigation of the temporal behavior of pixel sa
pling demonstrates that an;24 cm array with a 127mm
pixel pitch can be designed to permit fluoroscopic operat
up to ;30 fps ~Fig. 7!—consistent with the results of a
earlier, more general theoretical analysis.38 Even higher
frame rates should be achievable through the use of TFT
voltages larger than those used in the present study.
requires that the increased size of the switching trans
~Fig. 6!be compensated for both in the design of the prea
plification circuit and by adjustingVbias so as to maintain
good efficiency of light detection~Fig. 8!. However, given
the modest optical fill factor of the present array and
desirability of higher fill factors~which increase the photo
diode capacitance and the pixel time constant thereby re
ing the maximum frame rate!, maintaining video frame rate
while increasing fill factor could present future design ch
lenges.

The high degree of electrical isolation between neighb
ing pixels and the fact that the gate lines of the AMFPI c
be read out in any arbitrary sequence allows for modes
operation in which all or part of the array is read out at full
reduced resolution. As a result, it is conceivable that a fl
panel imager based on a large-area array with an;100mm
pixel pitch could be developed which would allow both hig
resolution radiographic imaging as well as a variety of flu
roscopic readout modes. For example, by reading out pair
gate address lines simultaneously and combining the
from neighboring data lines digitally in the acquisition ele
tronics, the device would deliver fluoroscopic images~e.g.,
at 30 fps! with 200mm pixel resolution—a resolution objec
tive currently under examination by other groups develop
AMFPIs.10,39 Furthermore, for the same data bandwid
~bytes per second! required to read out the entire array
half-resolution~i.e., 200mm!, any contiguous quarter of th
array surface could be read out at full resolution~i.e., at 100
mm! at the same frame rate. Thus, the device would del
higher resolution fluoroscopic images of a smaller regi
This would constitute a form of digital zoom and would giv
the imager a capability analogous to the magnification mo
on x-ray image intensifier systems. Moreover, for a giv
data bandwidth, even higher frame rates~e.g., 60 fps!could
be realized either through further reduction in the area of
Medical Physics, Vol. 24, No. 1, January 1997
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array read~but with no reduction in pixel resolution! or
through simultaneous readout of consecutive gate lines
combination of data from neighboring data lines with a lo
of pixel resolution~but with no further loss of area!. Inves-
tigations into the feasibility of such an array and its asso
ated readout modes, including an examination of the po
tial signal-to-noise properties,19 are currently underway.

Generally, it is desirable to minimize charge trapping
radiographic mode in order to improve the ratio of signal
noise and thus image quality. While the amount of cha
lost to trapping in a radiographic exposure can be quite la
careful optimization of thea-Si:H fabrication process to
minimize the density of trapping states as well as opera
of the imager at a sufficiently large value ofVbias can reduce
the effect to;5% ~Fig. 11!. Comparison of charge relea
data from the current array with that from earlier arrays~Fig.
12! strongly suggests that further significant reductions
charge trapping should be possible. Furthermore, cha
trapping significantly reduces the linearity of the pixel r
sponse curve for radiographic mode compared to that
fluoroscopic mode~Figs. 9 and 10!. Since a linear respon
function involves only two image processing constants
pixel, requiring relatively straightforward dark and floo
field measurements, strategies which reduce trapping
thereby extend the range of linearity decrease the overh
and complexity associated with these constants. Ove
given the relatively low levels of pixel dark signal and th
near absence of dark signal drift, operating the array
higher values ofVbias appears to be favorable for reasons
minimizing charge trapping and maximizing the light dete
tion efficiency, pixel charge capacity, and range of lineari
Moreover, the observed dependence of charge trapping
Vbias allows the interesting possibility of deliberate real-tim
enhancement or reduction of the magnitude of image lag
fluoroscopic applications through control of this operation
parameter.

Despite a variety of limitations which constrain the pe
formance of the current imaging system~e.g., high acquisi-
tion system noise, limited optical fill factor, suboptim
screen-array contact!, it is encouraging that the phantom
human radiographic hand images demonstrate reason
spatial and contrast information content under clinically r
evant exposure conditions. It is also encouraging that
radiographic and fluoroscopic phantom images, acquired
der similar conditions, provide similar information conten
More detailed examinations of the image quality involving
variety of anatomical sites under a range of conditions
planned.

Though seemingly mundane, the mechanical and ele
cal design of the arrays and their acquisition systems, as
as the packaging of the entire system, remain major c
lenges in the development of this technology. A few of t
most difficult and outstanding issues will be mentioned. T
creation of high resolution arrays with larger optical fill fa
tors is generally desirable and even necessary in s
applications.19 However, for the present pixel design, in
creases in fill factor involve the reduction of feature siz
~e.g., the widths of lines and gaps between structures!. This
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must be accomplished while keeping parasitic capacitan
and pixel and line defect rates low. Thus, while considera
increases in fill factors are conceivable~to perhaps;50% at
127mm pixel pitch!, fill factors closer to 100% will probabl
necessitate innovative array designs involving continu
sensor layers.13,14 Another issue concerns the dark noise
the present acquisition system which is relatively high co
pared to the levels~as low as;1000 e rms!necessitated by
various imaging applications.19 Creation of sufficiently low-
noise~and low-cost!electronics, particularly the preamplifi
ers and the voltage supplies, is an essential, nontrivial t
In addition, present array designs require the individual c
nection of thousands of array address lines to external e
tronics in a compact, reliable, and robust manner. Ultimat
this demanding and expensive requirement may be part
circumvented by the introduction of various designs of m
tiplexers ~made from polysilicon or some other highe
mobility material!directly onto the array substrate. Such o
array multiplexing would allow fewer channels of extern
gate driver and preamplifier electronics to control the g
address lines and read out the data lines, respectiv
thereby reducing component costs. Ultimately, it may ev
tually prove feasible to incorporate the preamplification a
even the digitization circuitry directly onto the array su
strate. Finally, for all of the aforementioned reasons, the c
ation of imagers incorporating arrays with pixel pitches su
stantially less than;100 mm ~e.g., for mammography!is
expected to be especially challenging.

VI. SUMMARY

The development of the first large-area, high-resoluti
flat-panel active matrix imager has been reported. The
ager detects radiation by means of a phosphor converter
incorporates an optically sensitive, pixelated array each p
of which comprises an a-Si:H photodiode and thin-film tra
sistor. Considerations for the operation of the imager h
been discussed in the context of the operational parame
~consisting of voltages and timings! which control the im-
ager. The first comprehensive examination, as a functio
these operational parameters, of the pixel signal propertie
such an imager operated in fluoroscopic and radiograp
modes as well as in the dark has been reported. A variet
fluoroscopic and radiographic images, including a radiogr
of a human hand, have been presented. The results of t
initial investigations are encouraging and support the hypo
esis that this technology could eventually offer a clinica
useful tool for fluoroscopic and radiographic x-ray imagi
applications.
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